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About This Content

This skin is meant to give people an opportunity to help us maintain full-time development on Indie Pogo. Rather than blindly
donate to the cause, we'd rather reward you with this awesome skin! Purchasing it means we can continue to develop new free
content at a consistent speed, rather than get full-time jobs elsewhere. Indie development can be tough, financially. But with

your support, we can keep the dream alive.

~Trevor
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Really good twin-stick arena shooter. Plenty of bright colors and explosions. Contains multiple stages, each with multiple stages
building in intensity, and each with it's own high-score list. Well worth picking up.. I enjoyed this game a good deal. Its both
simple and fun.. To any long time fan of the LOGISTICAL series (I own it all) this new version brings out all the countless
improvements implemented during the base LOGISTICAL's evolution (the game truly has come a long way from its 'humble'
beginnings), and adds an intriguing new mechanic of mailboxes vs. towns.

Mailboxes are like tiny towns that may look like filler (11,000+ just in Belgium!) but really they are not: on one hand they help
propelling your industries on a good path before you tackle the towns, and on the other they hold the essential keys needed to
even open those towns.

Only a smaller percentage of mailboxes hold the keys, and so there is a gambling layer added into the game, in that you go from
mailbox to mailbox hoping to find the key you need to open the town you want. Helpfully, when clicking a locked town a
number of mailboxes 'light up,' and one of these holds the key, but you still have to try your luck with these candidates.

Other small touches, such as a cleaner background and graphical settings to remove clutter (several thousand towns and
mailboxes do that!), only enhance the game, as the interface is reaching the point where it does so much with so little (it does
require some hands-on learning, for sure, but once you get used to it it's a charm).

Finally, praise to developer Sacada for his amazing customer service, rushing in no time to support even individual issues, and
producing patch after patch to constantly improve the game.

I strongly recommend LOGISTICAL to any one who loves to take time with puzzles, to conquer vast maps full of detail, and
develop an intricate network of production chains.. Pretty great software if you wanna be competitive in a game. stars: 2/10
Worth mention, Simutrans is not a new title, it started back in 1997 as a hobby project and it pretty much still is, it seems more
like a learning platform for developers to test sim-ai's, than an actually game.

i've played a fair bit of openTTD and RT, so simutrans was a welcome addition to my steam library, but i quickly found myself
utterly confused and overwhelmed by the games slobbish UI, massively outdated and rubbish track laying system, horrible
player advice/notification system, did managed to get a train running, but then my patience was used up and i simply could not
be bothered to continue anymore.

This game and openTTD are legendary dinosaurs, the world have changed a lot since then, city building and simulation games
have undergone major development, the standards are much higher today, the tools are thousand times better, the expectations
of 'bare minimum' is so much higher than ever before, in this time and age, simutrans falls very short on all accounts.

i really hope developers behind simutrans and openTTD, wakes up and start looking into new technologies. we need passionate
people like this, we need more simulation games like this, but you got to follow the time your living in and stop building upon
97 code, i promise you, the "new age" is so much more fun than the old limited platforms of the 90's, and you don't have to give
up on the graphics style, 8 bit army is a good example of this.
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Here we have a real gem of a game that you probably never heard of

Wild Guns Reloaded is a remastered version of an SNES game that not many people knew of, which is a shame because what
we have here is a really fun rail shooter.

If you like shooting cowboys, robots and giant bosses, then this is the game for you.. NMS started with a dream, but it didn't
forfilled my hopes.
(never cared about multiplayer anyways, big dissappointment)

Morphite tried it too, and it succeeded at all fronts for me!

+ Scanning creatures, plantlife and rare objects for obtaining currency
+ Space stations (each station is kinda different, thus interesting to explore)
+ Endless planets (own random set of properties and lifeforms) [procedural generator]
+ Random encounters like pirates, asteroid fields, merchants, abandoned cruisers
+ Limitations which can be overcome if you upgrade your limits
+ Enchance your ship/character/tools for making your journey less problematic
+ Rich story compaign (with voice acted narrators) which also functions as tutorial
+ Aside of the campaign, there are a lot of side quests to complete as well
+ Temples to explore, I thought they were challenge rooms, but you can shoot the danger away
+ Lots of mini games to play, a chance on each spacestation you visit
+ Artifacts funtions as trinkets to enchance gameplay globally
+ Your "companion" is a robot cat xD who gives you updates what is going on
+ There is even a MAP function, when you visit the planet, you see points of interest on the map which can result for a
sidequest or something special

- Control binding "R" doesn't work for me. Not a gamebreaker, the game is still playable.

VERDICT
Simplistic approach, very effective and a lot of fun! The few things I absolutely loved when playing NMS was the scanning for
unknown creatures and lifeforms. Oh yeah, the artifacts too, except in Morphite, you actually enter an ancient temple, explore it
and ultimately find the artifact which is hidden there. You need a key and the story campaign actually teaches you how such a
key works. It also shows a very in depth story and tension, you know there is something going on and you just want to know
more about it.
And all those random planets... Oh boy, this game feels it can last endlessly. I think, when I am done playing this game, there
will be around 100 or 200 hours put into it, maybe even more! I think it's for me finished, when I finished the story campaign
mode and got all the upgrades for my ship, my tools and my character. Oh and having found all the artifacts/trinkets.

I totally recommend this game!. I've never had less fun playing a glorified flash game in my life. "Indie Heavy Hitters pack"?
The only heavy hitting this game did was when I passed out from all the suck, hit the floor, and the heavy feeling of terrible
indie game was lifted.. If you've ever masturbated to an anthropomorphic animal then this game is for you!. If you hit an enemy
3 times they go flying across the battlefield, hitting walls or allies results into additional damage, good fun. Short and sweet. Can
someone such as a dev or support help me i checked the forums and no fix i press play on the character i have made and it says
"cannot connect to the server" i resetmy router i have looked it up i have deleted and redownloaded the game is there any fix to
this or should i just move on it looks like a really good game?
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